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(Abstract)
Two areas of expertise required in the production of industrial and commercial
robotics are motor control and obstacle navigation algorithms. This is especially true in
the field of autonomous robotic vehicles, and this application will be the focus of this
work. This work is divided into two parts. Part I describes the motor types and feedback
devices available and the appropriate choice for a given robotics application. This is
followed by a description of the control strategies available and appropriate for a variety
of situations. Part II describes the vision hardware and navigation software necessary for
an autonomous robotic vehicle. The conclusion discusses how the two parts are coming
together in the emerging field of electric smart car technology.
The content is aimed at the robotic vehicle designer. Both parts present a
contribution to the field but also survey the required background material for a researcher
to enter into development. The material has been made succinct and graphical wherever
appropriate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction
Most research in robotics centers on the control and equations of motion for
multiple link and multiple degree-of-freedom armed, legged, or propelled systems. A
great amount of effort is expended to plot exacting paths for systems built from
commercially available motors and motor controllers. Deficiencies in component and
subsystem performance are often undetected until the device is well past the initial design
stage.
Another popular area of research is navigation through a world of known objects
to a specified goal. An often overlooked research area is the navigation through an area
without a goal, such as local obstacles avoidance on the way to a global goal. The
exception is smart highway systems, where there is a lot of research in lane and line
tracking. However, more general applications such as off-road and marine navigation
usually rely on less reliable methods such as potential field navigation.
Part I presents the research necessary for the robotics designer to select the motor
control component and develop the control system that will work for each actuator. It
follows the path the robot developer must follow. Hardware and performance constraints
will dictate the selection of the motor type. With this understanding environmental and
load uncertainty will determine the appropriate control scheme. After the limitations of
the available control schemes are understood the hardware choices must be revisited and
two compromises must be made: feedback quality v system cost and response v power
budget.
Part II presents the research necessary to develop a practical navigation system for
an autonomous robotic vehicle. The most popular sensors and hardware are surveyed so
that a designer can choose the appropriate information to gather from the world. The
usual navigation strategies are discussed and a robust novel obstacle detection scheme
based on the Laplacian of Gaussians is suggested as robust obstacle avoidance system.
Designers must take this new knowledge of navigation strategies and once again return to
the choice of hardware until they converge upon an acceptable system design.
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Topics Covered Here
Battery

Motor
Controller

Motor
Driver

Motor

Battery
Feedback

GEARS

WHEELS
Figure 2.1. A typical robotic vehicle drive system showing the parts discussed here.

Many robots are built and operated only in simulation. Regardless of how
painstakingly these simulations are designed it is rare that a device can be constructed
with behavior exactly matching the simulation. The construction experience is necessary
to be assured of a practical and robust mechanical and electrical design. With an
advanced or completed prototype the mechanical designer can provide all the drawings,
inertias, frictions and losses to create an accurate simulation. Ideally, the choice of motor,
motor controller, feedback devices and interface is made and developed concurrently
with the system design. This chapter serves a guide to the appropriate technology.
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Table 2.1 presents each of the popular motor types and their most important
characteristics for the purpose of constructing robotic vehicles. An important factor that
has been left out of the table is cost. There are some good reasons for doing this:
•

Competition has made the cost for a given performance specification relatively
invariant across the available appropriate technologies.

•

The cost of powering, controlling, and physically designing in the motion system
with the rest of the robot is greatly reduced by choosing the appropriate motor.

Table 2.1. Common motor types and their characteristics

Motor Type

Power at
Motor Leads

Typical
Efficiency(1)

Coupling

Controller

DC Brush

DC

< 50%

Direct or
Reducer

Simple to
Complex

DC Brushless

Variable Freq.

> 90%

Direct or
Reducer

Complex

3 Phase AC
AC Induction

3 Phase AC

< 90%

Reducer

Simple

AC Synchronous

Variable Freq.

> 90%

Direct or
Reducer

Simple to
Complex

< 5%

Direct or
Reducer

Simple

3 Phase AC
Stepper

Digital Pulse

(1) Efficiencies are for motors below 3.7 kW. By necessity, motor efficiency increases with size for all
types and is over 90% for almost all motors in the tens of kilowatts.

The first consideration in choosing a motor type is the input power available.
Large stationary robots used in automation and manufacturing can assume a 3 Phase AC
supply, but robotic vehicles are often all-electric and operate off DC busses or hybrid
electric and convert power to a common DC bus. Figure 2.2 illustrates how DC motors
are named “DC” based on the input power to the controller, not the shape of the voltage
or current on the motor leads.
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Figure 2.2a. DC Brush Motor System with inverter (left), DC on motor leads (center), and brush motor.
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Figure 2.2b. DC Brushless Motor System with inverter (left), AC on motor leads (center), and brushless motor.

The remainder of this thesis will concentrate on DC motors as they are the most
common choice for electrically powered robotic vehicles. However, it is noteworthy that
for large vehicles and power levels over about 5 kW, an inverter controlled AC machine
may be a better choice because of its availability in larger size ranges and the greater
control over the motor’s torque-speed characteristics gained by using windings to
generate all the fluxes instead of relying on permanent magnets. Luttrell et. al. [1] used a
synchronous motor that is inverter-fed off a DC bus in the award-winning Virginia Tech
1999 Hybrid Electric FutureCar.
AC Induction motors are rarely used in propulsion because they slip, and
therefore lose efficiency, whenever they are under load and also have very poor
performance at low speed, again where slip is high. However, AC Induction motors are
the general work-horse of industry because of relatively high starting torque and high
general reliability. There are several attempts to encourage the research and industrywide adoption of high-efficiency induction motors, such as the specifications of Pyrhönen
et. al. in [4].
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Stepper motors are built to “step” from one position to the next through a fixed
angle of rotation every time they receive a digital pulse. The common fixed angles sold
by Oriental Motor in [2] are 0.72° and 1.8°, or 500 and 200 steps per revolution. Stepper
motors are appealing in many applications where easy control and smooth velocity and
position changes are not required. A common example of an easy to control and low cost
application is a stepper motor used to turn the helical snack dispensing screw in a
vending machine. Sometimes the discrete motion of a stepper motor is advantageous, as
when a stepper motor and belt drive is used to step a horizontal document scanner
vertically down a document. Robots and electric vehicles are often covered with sensors
and parts that are best moved with stepper motors, but their jerky motion and low
efficiency make them a poor choice for vehicle propulsion.

Field-Wound versus Permanent Magnet DC Motors
DC Brush motors all use brushes to transfer power to the rotor. However, the field
may be created by permanent magnets or by another set of windings. When another set of
windings is used De La Ree [3] shows how the two sets of motor leads can be connected
in different arrangements to produce different torque-speed curves, as shown in Figure
2.3b.

Figure 2.3a (left). Field-Wound DC Brush Motor. 2.3b. Torque-Speed Curves for various configurations.
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In general wound field DC motors are bigger, bulkier, and less efficient than
permanent magnet DC machines. Their use in electric vehicles should be compared to the
use of AC synchronous machines. The following chapters will further limit discussion to
permanent magnet DC brush motors. DC brushless motors always use windings in the
stator and permanent magnets on the rotor to remove the need for brushes.

Brush or Brushless
Brush motors are older and more broadly used. They have difficulty at high speed
when brush currents start arcing from pad to pad. They have problems with torque ripple
at low speed when high amounts of current and flux switch from one winding to the next.
Brushes create sparks that may need to be contained and the brushes will eventually
wear. However, brush motors are easy to control, and the motor leads can be connected
directly to a DC current source.
Brushless motors overcome all the problems of brush motors. They work at very
high speeds -- even speeds where air or magnetic bearings are required because ball
bearing liquefy. They can be designed to work at low speed with very high torque and
low torque ripple. The trade-off comes in the complexity of the controller. The brushless
controller needs to modulate three sinusoidal signals in-phase with the electrical or
mechanical angle of the machine. The deciding factor that makes the choice of brushless
motors worthwhile is if designs allow for direct drive. Brushless motors are more likely
to be available with torque-speed characteristics that allow them to be directly coupled to
the load, avoiding the cost, size, and loss of a reducer like a gearbox.

Other Technology Choices
Brush and Brushless motors are both available framed -- the typical motor with
bearings in a housing with shaft and wire leads coming out -- and frameless -- the rotor,
stator, and slip-ring or brush assembly (if a brush motor) come as loose pieces and are
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build-in around the larger system’s (potentially very large) shaft. If a reducer is needed,
spur or planetary gearheads will often be sold as part of the system. When manually
measuring reduction ratios the curious engineer needs to be aware that to minimize wear
patterns gearheads are often made with non-integer reduction ratios. Torque tubes are a
form of reducer also popularly used in robotics.
The feedback device will greatly affect the performance and price of the system.
The popular feedback devices are resolvers, encoders, and hall-effect sensors. Resolvers
are rotating transforms that modulate a high frequency carrier signal as the transformer
core, which is coupled to the shaft, rotates. Resolvers actually produce two sinusoidally
modulated signals that are 90° out of phase. Resolvers work well and are relatively
inexpensive, but the electronics to interpret high resolution velocity and position data
from the sinusoidal signals can be complex and expensive. Hall-effect sensors are used
mostly to measure the rotor angle for electrical commutation.
Encoders detect the flashes of light that come shining through a slotted disk
attached to the rotating shaft. Many low-cost, low-resolution encoders are available that
easily interface to control electronics. Higher priced encoders use the varying intensity
interference pattern caused by light shining through adjacent slits to produce sinusoidal
signals like resolvers. In [4] Canon USA describes the most accurate encoder the author
could locate, with 230 million pulses per revolution, an accumulative accuracy of 1
arc/second or less and 0.005625 arc-second resolution.
Finally, the choice of controller greatly affects system performance. If
performance, size, and weight specifications are well known in advance, the motor,
controller, and all necessary interface and feedback devices can be purchased as a system.
Controllers contain an interface, a control loop, and a current amplifier. The interface can
be any communications standard such as ethernet, RS-232, or analog +/-10V values, and
one that works with the rest of the system should be available. The current stage can be a
switching amplifier (the current on the motor leads is controlled through PWM of the
voltage) or a more expensive linear amplifier (the voltage to the motor is smooth, as in a
giant audio amplifier). The contents of the control loop is the subject of the remaining
chapters of Part I.
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Chapter 3. The State of the Motor Control Industry
The standard model for a DC motor is shown in Figure 3.1. This model applies to
the Brush DC motor viewed from the motor leads. Also, when an entire Brushless DC
motor system has its three-leg inverter switched so that the voltage on the motor leads
peaks at the peak voltage of the DC link stage (see Figure 2.2 to help visualize this) the
DC Brushless motor will have the same behavior as the DC Brush motor for modeling
purposes. Being able to use the same model for Brush DC and Brushless DC motors is
extremely convenient for both writing simulations and using motor sizing software.
Krause [6] and others imply that this identical behavior is the real reason behind the name
of the DC Brushless motor.
R

L
w (rads)

+
V

T (in*lb)

BEMF
Amps

DC Motor
Volts
Sum

Volts

1
1
Kt
Amps
Torque Js+F
Ls+R
Kt
K winding
K inert

Volts

Angular Velocity
rad/s

Kb

Back EMF

Figure 3.1. Common representations of the standard DC motor model. 3.1a. (upper left) as a circuit
schematic. 3.1b (upper right) as an input/output block. 3.1c. as a block diagram.

The values in Figure 3.1c are:
L = induction of windings

F = rotary friction of motor

R = resistance of windings

Kt = torque constant

J = inertia of motor and load

Kb = back EMF
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This model produces the Velocity/Volts transfer function:

ω
( s) =
V

Kt LJ
 F R  R F + Kt Kb
s 2 +  + s +
LJ
 J L

(3.1)

The parameters L and R are usually given in standard (metric) units. The
parameters J and F are usually easily convertible to standard values. However, Kt and Kb
can present difficulties. When all parameters have been converted to standard units as
Ramu [6] does, Kt and Kb are have the same value and can be represented with one
parameter. When motor manufacturers supply Kt and Kb value, they are usually used for
motor testing and not for modeling, and are therefore in a convenient unit for testing such
as Volts / 1000 RPM. This would still not be a difficulty if not for the Brushless motors:
the standard units for Ke use voltage per phase, but Ke is often printed using line-line
voltage; the standard units of Kt are per pole pare, but Kt is usually printed in total torque
for the entire motor.
The solution to the units confusion is to ask each manufacturer; most companies
use units that are consistent across their literature. A more common solution is to bypass
modeling parameters and provide torque-speed curves for each motor. In [8] the author
provides the torque-speed curve generating program shown in Figure 3.2. This program is
useful for both generating the torque-speed curve for a given set of parameters and
manually adjusting parameters to find possible values for a desired level of performance.
Most motor manufacturers will provide either torque-speed curves or tables of
critical points along the torque-speed curve in their catalog. Some manufacturers will
provide complete motor and system sizing software packages such as Kollomorgen’s
MOTIONEERING [9] and Galil’s Motion Component Selector [10]. These programs
collect information about the load, reducers, available power, and system interface and
may suggest a complete system instead of just a motor. They usually contain large motor
databases and can provide all the motor modeling parameters required in (3.1).
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Figure 3.2. A torque-speed plotting program.

Compensator auto-tuning software is disappointingly less advanced than motor
selection software. The main reason is that PID-style control loops work well enough for
many applications; when the industry moved from analog control to DSP-based control
new features like adjusting gains through a serial port took precedence over new control
schemes that differed from the three PID knobs that engineers and operators knew how to
tune. Tuning is still based on simple linear design techniques as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Bode Diagram of a motor with a PI current controller.
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The industry has devised several interesting variations and refinements on the PID
compensators in motor controllers. The first piece of the motor controller to be examined
is the current stage. Table 3.2 shows the feedback typically available from a motor
controllers and their sources.

Table 3.2. Feedback parameters typically available from motor controllers and their sources.

Feedback Parameter

Source

Back EMF

scaled ADC measurement, calculation from PWM signal,
calculation from speed measurement

Current

Hall-Effect sensor

Acceleration

Encoder, Resolver, or acceleration-specific sensor [11] (rare)

Velocity

Encoder, Resolver, or Tachometer

Position

Encoder, Resolver, Potentiometer, or positioning device [12]

Usually voltage is manipulated to control current. The fastest changing feedback
parameter is current. Change in current is impeded mostly by the inductance of the
windings, and to a much smaller degree by the Back EMF, which is proportional to motor
speed. All other controlled parameters, acceleration, velocity, and position, are damped in
their rate of change by the inductance of the windings and the inertia of the moving
system. All systems will have positive inertia, so reversing the current will always
happen faster than the mechanical system can change acceleration, velocity, or position.
In practice, current can be changed more than ten times faster than the other
parameters. This make it acceptable to model the entire power system, current amplifier
and motor, as an ideal block that provides the requested current. Because Kt, torque per
unit current, is a constant when modeling, the entire power system is usually treated as a
block that provides the request torque -- especially when modeling velocity or position
control system. This also has the effect of adding a layer of abstraction to the motor
control system; the torque providing block may contain a Brush or Brushless motor but
will have the same behavior. For the discussion that follows, the torque block may be any
type of motor and torque controller.
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Velocity Controllers
A typical commercial PID velocity controller as can be found in the Kollmorgen
BDS-5 [13] or Delta-Tau PMAC [14] is shown in Figure 3.4. Nise [15] has a good
discussion of adjusting the PID gains, KP, KI, and KD. Acceleration and velocity feed
forward gains and other common features beyond the basic gains are discussed below.

d
dt

ACCELERATION
FEED FORWARD
VELOCITY
FEED FORWARD

VELOCITY
REQUEST

TORQUE
REQUEST

VELOCITY
ERROR
KP

FEEDBACK
FILTER

∫

KI

d
dt

KD

VELOCITY
FEEDBACK

Figure 3.4. A typical commercial PID velocity controller.

Velocity feed forward gain. The basic motor model of (3.1) uses F, the rotary
friction of the motor. This is a coefficient of friction modeled as linearly proportional to
speed. Velocity feed forward gain can be tuned to cancel frictional forces so that no
integrator windup is required to maintain constant speed. One problem with using
velocity feed forward gain is that friction usually does not continue to increase linearly as
speed increases. The velocity feed forward gain that is correct at one speed will be too
large at a higher speed. Any excessive velocity feed forward gain can quickly become
destabilizing, so velocity feed forward gain should be tuned to the correct value for the
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maximum allowed speed of the system. At lower speeds integral gain will be required to
maintain the correct speed.
Acceleration feed forward gain. Newton’s Second Law, Force = mass * acceleration, has
the rotational form, T = Jω! , or Torque = Inertia * angular acceleration. For purely
inertial systems or systems with very low friction, acceleration feed forward gain will
work as this law suggests and give excellent results. However, it has a problem very
similar to feed forward gain. Acceleration feed forward gain must be tuned for speeds
around the maximum operating speed of the system. If tuned at lower speeds its value
will probably be made too large to cancel out the effects of friction that are incompletely
cancelled by feed forward gain in that speed region. Acceleration feed forward gain
requires taking a numerical derivative of the velocity request signal, so it will amplify
any noise present in the signal. Acceleration feed forward, like all feed forward gains,
will cause instability if tuned slightly above its nominal value so conservative tuning is
recommended.
Intergral Windup Limits. Most controllers provide some adjustable parameter to
limit integral windup. The most commonly used and widely available, even on more
expensive controllers, is the integral windup limit. The product of error and integral gain
is limited to a range within some windup value. At a maximum this product should not be
allowed to accumulate beyond the value that results in the maximum possible torque
request. The integral windup is often even expressed as a percentage of torque request.
Any values below one hundred percent has the desired effect of limiting overshoot, but
this same limit will allow a steady-state error when more than the windup limit worth of
torque is required to maintain the given speed.
The second most popular form of integral windup limiting is integration delay.
When there is a setpoint change in the velocity request the integrated error is cleared and
held clear for a fixed amount of time. The premise is that during the transient the other
gains of the system, mostly proportional and acceleration feed forward, will bring the
velocity to the new setpoint and the integrator will just wind up and cause overshoot. This
delay works if the system only has a few setpoints to operate around and if the transient
times between each setpoint are roughly equal. There are many simple and complex
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schemes that could calculate a variable length delay and greatly improve upon this
method.
The best method of integrator windup limiting is to limit the slew rate of the
velocity request to an acceleration that the mechanical system can achieve. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5a is a step change in velocity request. The motor,
having an inertial load whose speed cannot be changed instantaneously and a finite
torque limited by the current available, can not be expected to produce a velocity change
that looks better than Figure 3.5b. During the transient the error is large and the integrator
is collecting the large windup value that will cause overshoot. If the velocity request of
Figure 3.5a can change with a slew rate equal to the maximum achievable acceleration of
the system, the slope of the transient in Figure 3.5b, the error will be small during the
entire transient and excessive integrator windup will not accumulate. Most commercial
velocity loops have programmable accelerations limits so that an external device may still
send the signal of Figure 3.5a and the controller will automatically create an internal
velocity request with the desired acceleration limit.

Figure 3.5a (left). A step change in velocity. 3.5b. The best possible response of the system.

In addition to a programmable acceleration limit, many commercial controllers
allow separate acceleration and deceleration limits, or different acceleration limits in each
direction. Either these limits must be conservative limits or the acceleration and
deceleration in each direction must be invariant, requiring an invariant load. The problem
of control with a changing torque load or inertial load will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Position Controllers
Figure 3.6 shows the block diagrams of three popular position loop
configurations. Figure 3.6a shows the typical academic method of nesting faster loops
within slower loops. The current loop is still being treated as an ideal block that provides
the requested torque. This configuration treats the velocity loop as much faster than the
position loop and assumes that the velocity changes very quickly to match the
compensated position error. Academically, this is the preferred control loop
configuration. This is a type II system, the integrators in the position and velocity loops
can act together to provide zero error during a ramp change in position. This
configuration is unpopular in industry because it requires tuning a velocity loop and then
repeating the tuning process for the position loop. It is also unpopular because there is a
tendency to tune the velocity loop to provide the quickest looking transient response
regardless of overshoot; the ideal velocity response for position control is critical
damping.
The assumption that the velocity of a motor control system changes much faster
than position is based on the state-variable point of view that velocity is the derivative of
position. Acceleration, which is proportional to torque, is the derivative of velocity and
acceleration and torque definitely change much faster than velocity or position. However,
when tuning systems where small position changes are required, the system with the
compensator of Figure 3.6b, which forgoes the velocity loop altogether, often
outperforms the system using the compensator of Figure 3.6a. Small position changes are
defined as changes where the motor never reaches the maximum velocity allowed by the
system. Most motor control systems are tuned to utilize the nonlinear effects discussed in
the following sections, and when position moves are always of the same length these
nonlinear effects make the results of tuning a system with either the compensator of
Figure 3.6a or the compensator of Figure 3.6b look identical.
Figure 3.6c is a compensator that provides both a single set of gains and an inner
velocity loop. This type of compensator is popular on older controllers. The compensator
of Figure 3.6a can be reduced to the compensator of Figure 3.6c by adjusting KP to unity
and all other gains to zero in the velocity compensator.
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Figure 3.6a. A popular position compensator.
The velocity request becomes the input to the compensator shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.6b. A popular position compensator in wide industrial use.
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Figure 3.6c. A popular position compensator before the compensator of Figure 3.6b.
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S-curves
Many of the familiar concepts of position and velocity control are based on the
assumption of linear compensators and motors. An unignorable nonlinearity of motor
control systems is their limited velocity and limited available torque. In a linear model a
change in velocity can be made arbitrarily fast by increasing the compensator gains
indefinitely. In an actual system the current will quickly reach a saturation point. A
system can be tuned to operate in its linear region most of the time and display a linear
response. However, the goal of the servo system designer is often to minimize transient
times, and transient times are often minimized by sending a fully saturated torque request
and using all the torque available.
These two viewpoints are illustrated in Figure 3.7. The same change in a velocity
setpoint has been sent to the velocity request of two motor control systems, one tuned to
operate in the linear region and one tuned to utilize saturation effects. From the linear
viewpoint, the ideal response is the critically damped response on the left. This response
is produced by the smoothly decaying torque below. From the non-linear viewpoint the
ideal response on the right has used the full current available for the entire transient and
reached the new setpoint in a finite time.
The velocity responses of both systems in Figure 3.7 have the same initial slope,
corresponding to an identical maximum acceleration. If the gains of the linear system are
increased the torque curve will start to saturate and the velocity response will have
constant acceleration for longer and longer parts of the move. However, the gains will
have to be increased indefinitely to approach the response of the nonlinear system. The
problems with very high gains and alternative methods of achieving the same response
will be discussed later.
Though both system have the same maximum acceleration they do not have the
same jerk. Jerk is the change in acceleration and is used as a measure of passenger
comfort in a moving machine. Jerk is controlled by derivative gain in linear systems and
by S-curves in nonlinear positioning systems. In any motor control application, it is
important to choose the right jerk for the job.
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L ine a r C a s e

Figure 3.7. Two different points of view of the ideal velocity response of a purely inertial system.

The best way to minimize jerk is to tune the system in its linear range with
smooth inputs. This will create a smooth position or velocity profile, and this profile is
usually continuously differentiable until smooth acceleration and jerk profiles are
obtained. Jerk is also effectively controlled by setting acceleration limits: the maximum
possible jerk is a change from maximum acceleration to maximum deceleration.
Acceleration limits are the preferred method of controlling the velocity profile of
a motor control system set up as a velocity regulator. However, in a positioning system,
or servo system, motors are tuned to operate in the popular nonlinear case on the right
hand side of Figure 3.7 and are given nonlinear inputs. In servo systems jerk is usually
controlled by choosing an S-curve. The typical S-curves, known as None, Partial, and
Full for their limits on acceleration, are shown in Figure 3.8 along with their resulting
velocity and jerk. With no S-curve the maximum available acceleration is used to
complete a velocity change or move in the minimum possible time. With a partial S18
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curve acceleration and deceleration are set at a constant that can be the maximum
available and a velocity limit imposed. With the full S-curve the acceleration and
deceleration are adjusted so that a maximum velocity is reached at a single moment
during the move.
Partial S-Curve

Full S-Curve

Jerk

Acceleration

Velocity

No S-Curve

Figure 3.8. S-curves profiles resulting in the same velocity.

The advantages of using S-curves over acceleration and deceleration limits are not
fully apparent from the velocity profiles in Figure 3.8. The full advantage is shown in
Figure 3.9 where position curves are added to the graphs. Using S-curves the start and
end of the transient look opposite but identical, avoiding the overshoot problems present
in a linear compensator system that exhibits second order response. In practice a linear
compensator as a positioning system can only be critically damped for a position move of
a fixed distance. Shorter moves will have overdamped response and longer moves will
have overshoot. Overshoot is particularly unacceptable is systems such as CNC milling
machines where the result is cutting into a part, so the use of S-curves is imperative.
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Partial S-Curve

Full S-Curve

Jerk

Acceleration

Velocity

Position

No S-Curve

Figure 3.9. S-curve profiles that reach the same velocity and return to rest.

Control using S-curves is significantly more involved than control using linear
compensators because there are many position errors that correspond to the same request
to accelerate to the maximum velocity. A system of nested control loops is does not
inherently contain the knowledge of when to start decelerating to reach the final position
just as velocity reaches zero. In classic controls this is referred to as the problem of the
double integrator. This problem is still present in the S-curve system; it is illustrated in
Figure 3.9 by the fact that the three acceleration graphs, each of which brings the velocity
from zero to the same maximum value and then back to zero, do not all result in the same
change in position. The industry solution is that the entire velocity profile must be
calculated before the move begins.
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The No S-curve
A velocity profile can be computed using the four basic kinematic equations for
constant acceleration as found in Cutnell and Johnson [16]:
v = vo + at

(3.2)

x = xo + 12 (vo + v) t

(3.3)

x = xo + vo t + 12 at 2

(3.4)

v 2 = vo2 + 2ax

(3.5)

The parameters used above or in the following equations are:
x = position

d = deceleration

v = velocity

t1 = acceleration time

a = acceleration

t2 = deceleration time

Also, the following subscripts will be used: o for initial, d for the point of
maximum velocity, and f for the final. Three examples of S-curve calculations are
presented below. They are included because examples of straightforward S-curve
calculations are otherwise scarce in the relevant literature.
The No S-curve is named for having no velocity limit. The load accelerates for as
long as possible and decelerates in time to stop at the desired position. Even using the
same power to accelerate and decelerate these values may not be the same. A piece being
fed into a cutting blade may decelerate much quicker than it can be accelerated. The
initial and final velocities are zero, so the initial and final conditions are:
xo = 0

vo = 0

vf = 0

(3.6)

substituting the conditions of (3.6) into (3.3)
xd = 12 at12
x f = xd + vd t 2 + 12 dt 22

(3.7)
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from (3.2)
vd = at1

(3.8)

substituting (3.8) into (3.7) gives
x f = 12 at12 + at1t 2 + 12 dt 22

(3.9)

an equation with two unknowns, t1 and t2. The relationship between these can be found
from (3.2) with
v f = vd + dt 2 = 0
vd = at1
0 = at1 + dt 2
t2 = −

at1
d

(3.10)

substituting (3.10) into (3.9) and simplifying:
1 a2 
2 1


=
−
x f t1  a
2
2
d



(3.11)

For a given distance xf the profile accelerates with acceleration a for time t1 found
from (3.11) and the decelerated at rate d to a stop at point xf. It is easy to see that this is
true for the case where a=-d and (3.11) reduces to x f = at12 . In this case the final distance
moved is twice the distance moved during the acceleration, as shown in the No S-curve
of Figure 3.9.

The Partial S-curve
The Partial S-curve is more practical than the No S-curve because it utilizes a
velocity limit. Most systems have a safe velocity limit whether it has been specified or
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not, so the No S-curve becomes increasingly dangerous on larger and larger moves where
the maximum velocity increases.
Equations (3.2) through (3.5) are not sufficient for calculating the Partial S-curve
because they assume constant acceleration with zero jerk. They are derived by taking
a = dv

dt

and integrating twice with respect to time. Starting with j = da

dt

and

integrating thrice with respect to time yield:
a = ao + jt
v = vo + aot +

(3.12)
1
2

jt 2

x = xo + vo t + 12 at 2 +

(3.13)
1
6

jt 3

(3.14)

Where the new parameter j is jerk.
The first step is to find the velocity after completing a jerk to maximum
acceleration using (3.12) and then (3.13). If this velocity is greater than the maximum
velocity, the Full S-curve case should be used for the move. In this example the system is
not yet at full velocity after a jerk to full acceleration.
The final conditions for acceleration, velocity, position, and time become the
initial conditions for the next leg of the acceleration profile, the part at full positive
acceleration. The same relative change in velocity will occur during the negative jerk to
zero acceleration as did during the positive jerk to full acceleration, which is now known.
Taking the difference between the full velocity and twice the velocity change during the
positive jerk yields the velocity change required during the period of full acceleration.
From this the duration of the maximum acceleration segment of the acceleration profile
can be obtained.
The final conditions after the steps above again produce the initial conditions for
the next step. All the parameters should be recalculated after the acceleration is jerked
back down to zero. The system is now at maximum velocity and no acceleration. To
reverse the acceleration profile at this point in time and bring the system back to a stop
requires exactly as much distance as already traveled. If the distance traveled is already
more than half the total distance change requested, the Partial S-curve will have to be
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recalculated by finding the maximum velocity that is actually reached before reversing
the profile and bringing the system to a stop. In this example the distance traveled at this
point is less than half the total distance requested.
The distance that must be added to the profile is the difference between the total
distance requested and twice the distance traveled to this point. The system currently has
maximum velocity and zero acceleration, so t = d

v

is all that is required to find the

additional time at full velocity. After this time the initial jerk profile is inverted and
repeated to bring the system to a stop at the requested position.

The Full S-curve
The Full S-curve minimizes the maximum jerk by spreading out the jerk over the
entire length of the move. In this example the jerk is assumed to have equal magnitude in
both directions. As shown by the symmetry of the Full S-curves in Figure 3.9, it is only
necessary to compute when jerk and acceleration profile to the point of maximum
velocity; the deceleration half of the profiles are symmetrical. One new equation that is
useful here is the constant jerk analogue of (3.4):
x = xo + vo t + 12 (a ) t 2

(3.15)

Where a is the average acceleration a = 12 (ao + a f ) . This is applicable for the
same reason that (3.4) is applicable in the constant acceleration case.

Results of S-curves
For the velocity profiling of Figure 3.8 S-curves may be applied by simply
limiting the jerk. Figure 3.9 shows that S-curves that produce the same maximum
velocity do not all result in the same position change. The result of applying the example
calculation to compute profiles with the same position change are shown in Figure 3.10.
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P artial S -C urve
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Figure 3.10. S-curve profiles that reach the same position.

S-curves rely on knowledge of the maximum possible acceleration and
deceleration of the system. These values are found experimentally and assumed to be
invariant after tuning. Most commercial systems rely on the linear velocity loops
discussed above to produce the velocity requested by the profile. The best way to deal
with large disturbances is to recalculate the profile in real-time taking the measured
feedback as the initial conditions of the new profile. A better profile could be plotted if
the controller could observe the new acceleration and deceleration limits of the system.
These factors are affected by the inertia and torque of the load, and a method of
observing these parameters would increase system performance.
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Motor Modeling, Reference Frames, and State Space
The Velocity/Volts transfer function (3.1) describing the motor control block
diagram of Figure 3.1c is insufficient for modeling the nonlinearities and disturbances of
interest in a system. State space modeling will be required. In frequency domain notation
the impedance of an inductor is Z=Ls. The differential equation for an inductor is
v(t ) = L di

dt

. In state space notation the function dx

dt

is written in shorthand as x! or in

code as x_dot for all x. The state equation for an inductor is then x! = 1 u where x is the
L
state (here x = current) and u is the input (here u = voltage). See Bay [17] for a complete
discussion of state space.

The state space equations for a brush DC motor are
θ!  0
1
 θ   0 
  
  

 =
  +
v
1
Kt ⋅ Kb  ω   Kt 
ϖ!  
  0 − J  F + R     R ⋅ J 
 
  
y

(4.1)

θ 
= [0 1] 
ϖ 

(4.2)

Where the new parameters are:
y = desired output ω

θ = electrical angle (rad)

ω = electrical velocity (rad/s)
These equations have the standard form:

x! = Ax + Bu

(4.3)

y = Cx

(4.4)
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The state space equations can be expanded out into state equation of the form:

θ! = 0 ⋅ θ + 1 ⋅ ω + 0 ⋅ v
1
Kt ⋅ Kb 
Kt
v
F +
 ⋅ω +
J
R 
R⋅J
y = 0 ⋅θ + 1 ⋅ ω

ω! = 0 ⋅ θ + −

(4.5)

In state equation form nonlinearities can be added. In (4.6) below a voltage limit has been
added by adding a min operator to choose the lesser of two absolute values and a sign
operator has been added to return the absolute value to its original sign. The same limit
can be implemented with a set of if-then rules.

θ! = 0 ⋅ θ + 1 ⋅ ω + 0 ⋅ v
1
Kt ⋅ Kb 
Kt
⋅ min(abs (v), v max ) ⋅ sign(v)
F +
 ⋅ω +
J
R 
R⋅J
y = 0 ⋅θ + 1⋅ ω

ω! = 0 ⋅ θ + −

(4.6)

Transformations such as the bilinear transformation can change state equations
from the continuous domain to the discrete domain. The numerical values in the
equations will change based on the sampling time and the meaning of x! will change
based on the domain used. The latter differences are shown in Table 4.1. The equations in
this chapter are developed in the continuous domain but were simulated and implemented
with discrete time simulators and digital signal processors. The actual plant in question, a
motor and load, exists in an analog world. The choice of continuous or discrete domain
and the appropriate transform is a subject of continuing academic work.
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Table 4.1. Transformations between different domains are possible.

Symbol

x!

Meaning in continuous domain

dx
dt

Meaning in discrete domain

x(n) - x(n-1)

DC brushless motors are driven by 3-phase AC power and are synchronous
machines; their velocity is proportional to their input frequency. The standard model of a
synchronous machine is constructed in the dq, or direct/quadurature, reference frame, as
shown in Figure 4.1. In this frame the “direct” current is that which produces force
directly out from the magnet in the radial direction. Such force holds the rotor in the
center of the motor and is considered wasted; it is almost immediately converted into
heat. The quadurature current pushes each magnet of the rotor perpendicular (thus the
term quadurature) to the direct force, producing the electromagnetic torque of the motor.
The abc reference frame looks at the signal on the motor leads. The dq reference frame
rotates with the motor.

iq

id

Figure 4.1. The stationary abc reference frame (left) and the rotating dq reference frame.
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Values can be converted from the three phase (abc) reference frame to the dq
reference frame with the Park-Clarke [18] transform. The same transform applied
whether the values are voltage, current, or flux. The transform is:

q 
cos( pθ ) cos( pθ − 2π / 3) cos( pθ + 2π / 3) a 
2
d  =  sin( pθ ) sin( pθ − 2π / 3) sin( pθ + 2π / 3)  * b 
  3
  
 o 
 1
  c 
1
1

(4.7)

The inverse Park-Clarke transform can be performed by

cos( pθ )
sin( pθ )
1 d 
a  
b  = cos( pθ − 2π / 3) sin( pθ − 2π / 3) 1 *  q 
  
  
 c  cos( pθ + 2π / 3) sin( pθ + 2π / 3) 1  o 

(4.8)

Where θ is the rotor mechanical angle and p is the number of pole pairs. The phase o is
provided to make the transformation matrix square and is assumed to be zero for the
balanced load cases considered here.
The model for a synchronous machine is then as given by Leonard [19]:

d
R
1
i d = − i d + pω i q + v d
dt
L
L

(4.9)

d
R
1
12
i q = − i q − pω i d + v q − ω
Kt
dt
L
L
L3

(4.10)

Kt iq − Fω − Tl
d
ω=
dt
J + Jl

(4.11)

d
θ =ω
dt

(4.12)
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R and L are the stator winding resistance and inductance, Kt is the torque
sensitivity, J is the rotor inertia, F is the friction factor, and p is the number of pole pairs.
The states id and iq are the currents, ω is the mechanical angular velocity, and θ is the
mechanical angle. The voltages vd and vq and the torque and inertial loads Tl and Jl are
the inputs.
The simulated model using these equations was compared to an actual motor with
both being given the same current input to create changes in the velocity setpoint. The
motor and model had near-perfect agreement at moderate and high speeds but at low
speeds the model predicted up to ten percent more energy in the final spinning load than
possessed by the actual system. This variation is attributed to an imperfect model of
friction. Three common models of friction are shown in Figure 4.2.

F

F

F

ω

ω

ω

Figure 4.2. Three models of friction. 4.2a (left). Static and sliding friction. 4.2b (center) Friction as a linear
function of velocity. 4.2c. Friction as a complex function of velocity.

Figure 4.2a shows the model of friction used in physics classes in which there is
one static coefficient and one sliding or rotating coefficient. Figure 4.2b is the model used
here where friction is a linear function of velocity. Figure 4.2c shows a likely actual
model for friction as a function of velocity. The model from Figure 4.2b used in
simulation is adjusted to agree with the actual friction in the system at moderate and high
speeds. Friction is therefore underestimated at low speeds, accounting for the extra
energy in the simulation in this region. Real control systems must be robust enough to
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account for this incongruity between the simulation and reality. The robustness of various
control systems will be discussed throughout the remainder of Part I.

Control Methodologies
The voltage applied to the motor is the controlling input to the motor and load
plant. In high quality motors the parameters do not drift far from their nominal values.
The torque load and inertial load may vary from nothing to the limits of what the motor
can move. In [20] Chung et al. demonstrate that a changing inertial load can be treated as
a transient torque load. This is visualizable by considering inertia as an extra “push” that
only has to be given to change the speed of the load. Their torque observer assumes a low
inertia and observes an increase in torque load every time a speed change occurs.
A low value for the modeled inertia will result in this observed torque load and
possible suboptimal performance, but an overestimated inertia will quickly result in
instability as the system overreacts to a nonexistent inertia. The other modeling error that
can cause instability is excessive feedforward gain. Both of these problems are easy to
visualize from the Bode plot of the linear system but hold true under analysis of the
nonlinear system.
In most industrial and test systems, including those considered here, a current
stage is already available with a feedback system designed to deliver a requested current
in iq and drive id toward zero. This system will be taken as:

Kt iq − Fω − Tl
d
ω=
dt
J + Jl

(4.13)

with iq is the input and ω is the only state of this first order system and the output to be
tracked. This follows Chung et. al.’s development in [20]. In [22] Lee et. al. use a similar
technique to provide position control, thus repeating the exercise for a second order
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system. The block diagram of the system to be controlled is shown in Figure 4.3. This is
the basis of the sample output shown in the rest of this chapter.
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REQUEST
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Figure 4.3. Block diagram of system to be observer and better controlled.

The design of a sliding mode controller will follow the method of Slotine and Li
[25] for the simpler case of a first order system. For now the higher order dynamics have
been ignored, specifically (4.9) and (4.10). Two other phenomenon are present in the
simulated model that will be ignored in designing a controller. First, the current iq, which
is proportional to the electromagnetic torque by Kt, cannot be directly measured in the
present implementation but the total current i can be measured. Though i=iq in the steady
state, this is not true during varying current loads. This is equivalent to the synchronous
machine slipping, though by far less than 90 electrical degrees. The second phenomenon
is that the modeled friction is imperfect, as previously discussed. In the results to follow
the effect of friction is not visible.
First a sliding mode controller will be designed to provide velocity control and it
will be graphically shown why it is impractical. Then a sliding mode observer will be
constructed to observe the unknown torque load. This sliding mode observer will be
replaced by a high gain observer. Finally, a simple feedforward scheme will demonstrate
that torque load information can be used to design a better compensator.
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Design of a Sliding Mode Velocity Controller
Design begins by restating the system model in (4.13).

Kt iq − Fω − Tl
d
ω=
dt
J + Jl

(4.13)

Taking u=iq, a=-F/(J+Jl), b=Kt/(J+Jl), and d=-1/(J+Jl) where J+Jl is a known constant,
(4.13) may be more conveniently restated as:

d
ω = aω + bu + d Tl
dt

(4.14)

Let ωref be the reference velocity and choose the new state x=ω-ωref. Assuming that
d

/dt ωref = 0 leads to d/dt x = d/dt ω. Substituting x and d/dt x into (4.14):

d
x = ax + bu + aω ref + d Tl
dt

(4.15)

This has reduced the tracking control problem to a disturbance rejection problem.
Choosing the conventional sliding surface

s=(

d
+ λ ) n −1 x
dt

(4.16)
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for n=1 gives s=x as verified by a similar development by Ünsal and Kachroo in [23]. An
argument for stability can be made by showing that s→0 ⇒ x→0 and

1d 2
s ≤ −η | s | ⇒
2 dt

ss! ≤ −η | s |

(4.17)

so for s (0) > 0, s! ≤ −η
and for s (0) < 0, s! ≤ η

This shows stability and gives us the control law:

u = c − k ⋅ sign(s )

(4.18)

Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 placed just before the conclusion of this chapter show the
results of the sliding mode control law compared to the other control laws about to be
developed. This controller is impractical as implemented for two main reasons. First, the
chattering around the reference velocity puts unacceptable mechanical wear on the actual
system. Second, the maximum current (either forward or reverse) is being requested at
every moment; this can actually cause some current amplifiers to fail explosively.

Design of a Sliding Mode Torque Observer
Though many solutions to the chattering problem exist, Young et. al. [24]
suggests that a superb solution in practice is to construct a sliding mode observer and use
the resulting observed value to perform better control. This solution was chosen because
a measure of the torque load is also a desirable display on a motor control system. A
sliding mode observer is any observer where high gain is implemented with switching.
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Both sliding mode and adaptive controller design start by assuming the observer
is faster than the relevant dynamics in Tl so that one can also assume d/dtTl=0. Regarding
Tl as an extra state variable, the augmented equations can be written as:
d ωˆ  a d  ωˆ  bo  k 
=
+
+
sign(σ )
dt Tˆl  0 0  Tˆl   0  − lk 

(4.19)

where the states are the measurements of their true values and σ is the sliding surface

σ = ω − ωˆ

(4.20)

The errors in the states are given a tilde and are
"
ω~ = ω − ω
~
T l = Tl − Tˆl

(4.21)

Taking the derivatives of (4.21) and substituting in (4.19) yields
~
ω~! = aω~ + dT l + lk ⋅ sign(σ )
~!
T l = lk ⋅ sign(σ )

(4.22)

so, in the sliding mode
~!
~
T l = dl T l

(4.23)

and l is chosen using pole placement methods. The author chose l = 10,000 as “fast
enough” in the five times the second order speed sense and achieved good results in the
simulation.
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The augmented system is a second order system. The stability condition (4.17) requires

σ (aω~ + d ⋅ ∆Tl − k ⋅ sign(σ )) < 0
⇒ k > max aω~ + d ⋅ ∆T

(4.24)

yielding a k > 4111 for the chosen sample parameters.
The final output Tˆl is low-pass filtered at a frequency below the chattering
frequency but sufficiently high to show the desired response. This simulation made
feedback measurements at 100 kHz, well above the desired change in torque load and
allowing for a low order filter. The performance of the sliding mode torque observer is
shown in Figure 4.4 in the next section.

A High Gain Observer without Sliding Mode
A modified version of (4.19) that still works by modeling Tˆl as an extra state
variable can be used to implement a high gain observer without using a switching law for
the high gain, as in
d ωˆ  a d  ωˆ  bo  k 
σ
=
+
+
dt Tˆl  0 0  Tˆl   0  − l 

(4.25)

A step change in torque load and the resulting torque load observed by sliding mode,
filtered sliding mode, and high gain observer schemes is shown in Figure 4.4. The high
gain observer output does not require the filtering of the sliding mode observer output.
For the high gain observer, k is directly proportional to the maximum allowable slope of
ω and l is proportional to the maximum allowable slope of Tl; these parameters can be
adjusted to provide the desired filtering effect. The end result is that both observers have
roughly equivalent performance.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of High Gain and Sliding Mode Observers. 4.4a (upper left). A step change in
torque load. 4.4b (upper right). The unfiltered output of the sliding mode torque observer. 4.4c (lower left).
The output of the high gain torque observer. 4.4d. The filtered output of the sliding mode torque observer.

Use of Torque Observations in a Feedforward Compensator

A simple feedforward design is all that is necessary to demonstrate the use of
torque load information in improved control. The scheme shown in Figure 4.5 uses a PI
velocity controller and cancels the effects of a torque disturbance by using a torque
observer. The observed torque is divided by Kt to find the current needed to cancel the
disturbance. This current is then fed forward and added to the current request from the
error compensator.
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Figure 4.5. Block diagram of a system with a sliding mode observer and feedforward current compensation.

Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 compare a PI controller, a sliding mode controller, and a
PI controller with a sliding mode observer and the feedforward torque cancellation
scheme of Figure 4.5. The feedforward scheme achieves the disturbance rejection
capabilities of the sliding mode controller while maintaining the smooth velocity and
current profiles of the PI controller.
An important assumption made in the design of the torque observer was that the
inertia of the system was known. Recall that for stability it was necessary to assume the
minimum possible inertia of the system. Figure 4.5 shows the system operating at the
assumed inertia. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the system operating at two and ten times the
assumed inertia, respectively. The sliding mode observer and torque feedforward
technique is still provide superior results at ten times the assumed inertia.
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of three control strategies with Jactual = 1*Jassumed (J=1 p.u.)
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of three control strategies with Jactual = 2*Jassumed (J=2 p.u.)
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Conclusion
This chapter covers motor modeling in the state space domain, transformations
from the stationary three-phase reference frame to the rotating reference frame, and
simplified state equation models of DC motors. The sliding mode controller is shown to
have superior disturbance rejection over linear controllers but is impractical due to
chattering. The sliding mode observer with disturbance canceling feedforward is
demonstrated as a method of maintaining superior performance and removing the
chattering problem. The method both improves disturbance rejection with a step
disturbance and improves disturbance rejection and transient times with a sinusoidal
disturbance.
Many other control schemes are possible, and every other advanced control
scheme known to mankind has probably also been applied to motors. All of these
schemes assume some knowledge about the inertia or the torque load. When all
assumptions of knowledge about the system and its load are removed, all these advanced
control schemes reduce to P or PI like schemes. With a plant with only one input and one
output, even sliding mode control reduces to bang-bang control, and bang-bang control is
really P control with a very high gain.
Another example of an advanced linear control scheme that turns out not to help
much is H-infinity control. H-infinity control is the solution to the Problem of
Differential Games, also known as the minimax problem. The problem goes like this:
Assume that all parameter errors and system disturbances will combine in the worse
possible way, the way that causes the most error. Find the set of feedback gains that will
minimize the maximum error. These gains are the H-infinity gains. Because compensator
designers are trying to minimize one thing and maximize another using differential
equations, they are playing a differential game. In the case where there is only one output
and one feedback measurement the H-infinity control reduces to a P controller where a
particular gain is the H-infinity gain. A variation of H-infinity is to add an integrator to
assure zero steady-state error. With only one output and one feedback measurement, the
H-infinity control with integrator reduces to a PI controller.
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All linear control techniques suffer from another problem. In PID control the
input to a plant is a weighted sum of output values and the output error goes into a
compensator. In LQR and LQG control the input to the plant is a weighted sum of states
that have been measured or observed from the output of the plant. In the LQR control it is
assumed that some Gaussian noise has been added to the output and a Kalman filter is
used to calculate the states from the output.
In the PID controller proportional, integral, and derivative gains are adjusted until
the plant behaves as desired. In LQR and LQG control the cost of using control, R, and
the cost of error, Q, are adjusted until the plant behaves as desired. Both schemes are hard
to tune analytically because of the inherent non-linearity of the plant and the quality of
the feedback signal. In practice both schemes reduce to experimentally adjusting gains or
costs until the system’s behavior is as close to the desired behavior as possible.
The quality of the feedback signal turns out to be the limiting factor in almost all
control schemes. Increasing gains reach the point where the compensator is no longer
providing more negative feedback but is amplifying the noise in the system. It is common
to see time wasted trying to find a set of gains that compensates for a poor quality
feedback signal. Academia and industry need to place more stress on cleaning up and
filtering feedback signals before attempting to optimize a system by adjusting gains.
Unfortunately high quality and high signal-to-noise ratio feedback devices are expensive
and extra engineering time spent turning knobs is relatively inexpensive, so this situation
is not likely to change soon. It does represent an unexploited market opportunity.
One novel alternative from the usual low-pass and notch-pass filter designs of
undergraduate academia that has potential in the motor control industry is the IIR
predictive filter research led by S. J. Ovaska for smooth elevator control. In [26] Ovaska
et. al. give a good overview of polynomial predictive filters. These filters provide smooth
and delayless feedback when the motor is operating with a smooth profile but have
transient errors when systems have discontinuous acceleration. In [27] Väliviita gives a
method that provides the smooth predicted derivative of a signal that is useful in allowing
high derivative gains. Derivative gains benefit most from this filtering process because
derivation is a noise amplifying process. In [28] Väliviita and Ovaska solve some of the
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problems Väliviita had in [27] with the varying DC gain of the filter. With future papers
this method may become more applicable to general purpose motor control.
There are some control schemes that can improve motor control performance with
the same quality feedback signal. One is the use of S-curves and the plotting of velocity
profiles discussed in the last chapter to overcome the problem of the double integrator.
Another is the two degree-of-freedom (DOF) PID controller in which two PID controllers
are used to separately control the characteristics of the transient and the steady state
response. This controller is difficult to tune and is mostly ignored because acceleration
and velocity feedforward gains are already available to control the transient during a
setpoint change. The advantage of 2-DOF PID is its ability to control transients caused by
process disturbances, the problem addressed here. Hiroi [29] [30] [31] has received three
US Patents for 2-DOF controllers and methods of implementing them easily that are in
use by his company but still too complicated for more general use. These controllers have
great potential in industrial control when their use becomes much simpler. The remaining
methods that can achieve better control with the same information are the soft computing
techniques of fuzzy logic and neural networks.
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A Novel System and the Proposed Controller
A specific example created by Lewis et. al. in [32] will be used to show how
Fuzzy Logic, a soft computing technique, can improve on the system performance
achievable by either a PID or SMC controller alone. The system is a variation on the
classic inverted pendulum problem. It is an inverted pendulum pinned onto a rotating disk
as shown in Figure 5.1. The pendulum is free to rotate within the plane normal to the disk
at the point of the pin. This plane is itself rotating with the disk.

Figure 5.1. An inverted pendulum of a disk.
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In [32] and [33] Lewis derived the following state equations for the system using
LaGrangian dynamics:
x!1 = x3
x! 2 = x4

τ + rlx4 sin x2 − mrg sin x2 cos x2
x!3 =
(I + mr 2 − r 2 cos 2 x2 )
2

x! 4 =

(I + mr )mg sin x − (rτ cos x
2

2

(5.1)

+ r 2 lx4 sin x2 cos x2
l − r 2 l cos x2
2

2
2

)

Where θ and φ are the angles of the disk and the pendulum, respectively, as shown in
Figure 5.1 and the state variables are:
x1 = θ
x2 = φ
x = θ!

(5.2)

3

x4 = φ!

The parameters are:

τ = torque applied to the disk, the controlling input
r = radius of the disk
l = length to the center of mass of the pendulum
m = mass of the pendulum
g = acceleration due to gravity

A simulation of the system was created using (5.1) and both PID and SMC
controllers were constructed to control the angle of the pendulum to upright. During the
tuning of both controllers the authors became experts on the behavior of the system and
made observations about the system such as the following:
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•

The pendulum angle and pendulum speed are the most important states
when controlling the pendulum angle.

•

When the pendulum must be righted from large angles and speeds the
SMC performs best

•

Once the angles and speeds are small, the PID controller performs best.

The latter observations are because the SMC works by exerting the full available
torque on the disk to rotate it in one direction or the other. This works well for large
errors, but when the error become small the SMC chatters the pendulum around the
upright position. Contrarily, when the errors are small PID control behaves smoothly and
bring the pendulum to a stop in the upright position. When the errors are large the PID
control also provides a large response but creates integrator windup that can cause
unnecessary overshoot and instability.
The solution proposed here is the hybrid control system of Figure 5.2. Here both a
PID and SMC controller calculate a controlling torque based on the error of the pendulum
angle. A Fuzzy Logic controller acts as a soft switch that decides on a weighted average
of the two torques to use as the actual controlling torque based on the angle and velocity
of the pendulum. As noted by the tuning experts, the disk position must be controlled
much more slowly than the pendulum angle. Therefore the pendulum angle in not
controlled to zero, but controlled to bring the disk position to zero with a much slower,
lower gain disk position loop wrapped around it. This outer loop is a PID controller and
is of little interest to object of this example, a fuzzy logic approach to getting the best
qualities of two different controllers. The outer loop is included for a practical reasons: a
spinning disk with an erect pendulum is dizzying to watch, hard to graph, and requires
the pendulum angle measurement device to be connected wirelessly or with a slip ring.
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Figure 5.2. Inverted

Pendulum on a disk and its control system.

The Fuzzy Controller
Experts tuning the system can come up with a set of linguistic rules describing
when it is best to use which controller based on the pendulum angle and velocity. These
rules can be put in an IF-THEN form using the linguistic variables Small, Medium, and
Large to describe pendulum angle and velocity and the appropriate weight of the SMC
controllers output. Some of these rules are:
•

IF the Angle is Small AND the Velocity is Small THEN the SMC weight should be Small.

•

IF the Angle is Medium AND the Velocity is Medium THEN the SMC weight should be Small.

•

IF the Angle is Large AND the Velocity is Large THEN the SMC weight should be Large.
With two measured states and three linguistic variables describing each there are

nine such possible rules. One of the advantage of Fuzzy Logic controllers is that it is not
necessary to have every possible linguistic rule. This is especially advantageous as the
number of rules increases. This and other variation and complexities of a Fuzzy Logic
controller are given a thorough discussion by Jang et. al. [34]. The system here has only
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nine possible rules so it is reasonable to use each rule. These rules are presented in a more
compact form in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Weight Given to PID Controllers Torque Command.

THEN the SMC’s weight is...
IF the
Pendulum
Angle is...

AND the Pendulum Velocity is...
Small

Medium

Large

Small

Small

Medium

Large

Medium

Medium

Medium

Large

Large

Large

Large

Large

The basis of Fuzzy Logic is that the concepts of Small, Medium, and Large can
represent fuzzy sets instead of crisp sets. There is no single value above which the
pendulum angle is Large. Instead, the angle has varying degrees of largeness that increase
with the angle until it can be described as wholly large. In this example the angle and
velocity are limited to a discrete Universe of Discord. The absolute values of pendulum
angle and velocity are limited to 40° and 30 RPM respectively and discretized to one
hundred distinct values. Each value is assigned an amount of smallness, mediumness, or
largeness between zero and one.
The output is also described in terms of a membership functions on an output
universe of discord of zero to 100 percent use of the SMC’s output. The input and output
membership functions are illustrated in Figure 5.3. For creating the output universe of
discord 100 discrete values are used but the resulting output is not rounded to the nearest
whole value. There are 10,000 possible combinations of two inputs with 100 outputs, so
the entire input/output space of the system can be stored as a look-up table with 10,000
outputs. Choosing 16 bit integers for 65,536 possible outputs provided adequate
resolution in simulation and results in a 20,000 byte look-up table, making it practical for
implementation on a DSP. The surface mapped by this table is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4. This surface maps the input/output behavior of the controller.
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A fuzzy inference system is used to generate the input/output mapping. Jang et. al.
[34] suggest several such systems. A simple system can be used here because of a
restriction placed on the membership functions: At any velocity or angle in Figure 5.3 the
sum of a given value’s membership in each linguistic variable is unity.
The measured angle’s membership in the Small, Medium, and Large set is
calculated from the angle’s Universe of Discord in Figure 5.3. The measured velocity’s
membership in each set is also calculated. Then each linguistic rule is evaluated. The
THEN part of each linguistic rule is taken to be as true as the minimum value of each part
of the ANDed conditions. This evaluation of THEN statements is shown in Table 5.2.
The membership values are given for an angle and velocity both at 33 in their discrete
Universe of Discord, as shown in Figure 5.3.

Table 5.2 Weight Given to PID Controllers Torque Command.

AND the Pendulum Velocity is...
THEN the SMC’s weight is...

IF the
Pendulum
Angle is...

Small

Medium

Large

(25%)

(75%)

(0%)

Small

Small

Medium

Large

(50%)

(25%)

(50%)

(0%)

Medium

Medium

Medium

Large

(50%)

(25%)

(50%)

(0%)

Large

Large

Large

Large

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

The output weight’s Universe of Discord is then redrawn with each membership
function’s value limited to the maximum value of that membership function allowed by
the linguistic rules. In this case each membership function is limited to the magnitude:
Small

25%

Medium

50%

Large

0%
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In the output universe the resulting shape is the yellow area shown in Figure 5.5.
The x centroid of this shape, x , is used as the output value of the system. The range of
possible outputs is scaled so that centroid of the purely small shape results in 100% PID
control and the centroid of the purely large shape results in 100% SMC control. For the
example in Figure 5.5 the x centroid corresponds to about half PID control, which is
consistent with that point on the mapping in Figure 5.4. Many “centers” of the shape
other than the centroid, such as the mean of the maximum value, may be used.
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Figure 5.5. The final shape used to calculate the output and its centroid.

Results and Conclusion
Simulation results for the system are shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8. Figure
5.6 shows that for a small initial displacement of 10° the hybrid controller behaves
similar to the PID controller and the SMC controller has problems with oscillations
around the setpoint.
Figure 5.7 shows a moderate disturbance of 25°. Here the PID still slowly
converges and the SMC converges quickly but oscillates. The hybrid controller shows the
best response by any of the usual measures, it both converges quicker and has less
overshoot than either of the other methods.
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Figure 5.8 shows a large disturbance of 45°. Here the PID actually goes unstable,
falls down to 180°, and keeps spinning the disk. The hybrid controller is still stable,
converges quickly, and does not oscillate like the SMC.
This chapter shows how the performance of a PID system can be improved by
adding an SMC and using Fuzzy Logic to create a soft switch between them. The model
in (5.1) is only used to simulate the system, not to design the controller. The resulting
hybrid system can be tuned automatically with a neuro-fuzzy tuner or manually by an
expert as was done here without the need to do a complicated mathematical analysis of
the system. The ability to tune a system and improve performance without requiring a
detailed system model and expensive or difficult to gather parameters makes Fuzzy Logic
and other soft computing methods appealing to industry.
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Purchasing Considerations
Paralleling almost all other branches of engineering and commerce, motor
selection and purchasing can now be done quickly and efficiently over the Internet. In
addition to numerous industry-specific web sites there is even a Yahoo! category [35] for
electric motors. The motor and motion control industries are huge fragmented market
with many players large and small.
The first part of the purchase decision should be a make v buy decision about the
entire packaged system. Not all companies can provide a complete packaged and
delivered system from the buyer’s program interface specifications clean through to
installed moving parts. It is assumed here that the target audience of this thesis has some
interest in tuning a system and therefore may be interested in at least purchasing parts
piecemeal and assembling the components.
It is not practical to do an exhaustive search of the entire industry before
purchasing a small quantity of motors and controllers. It is, however, important to select
or at least specify each component before purchasing the entire system piecemeal as
some features are unexpectedly expensive and many components have varied
combinations of features.
For small quantities of motors a local, well known, or well recommended supplier
may be the best choice. Long lead times are the norm and are the biggest reason for
calling numerous suppliers. When specifications are flexible a surplus or lab equipment
catalog may be the best choice for small quantities in a hurry. Unlike the computer
industry that is haunted by huge volumes and low margins, local motor and controller
manufacturers can often be courted into giving donations or deep discounts to local
academic institutions. For researchers on a true shoestring budget it is still more
economical to shop surplus or solicit donations than to attempt to manufacturer,
refurbish, or rewind a motor.
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The next important criterion is the choice of feedback device. The oldest common
feedback devices are still the most economical, tachometers and potentiometers for speed
and position respectively. Dollar for dollar a tachometer may now cost more than an
inexpensive encoder, and the conventional wisdom is that those costs will reverse when
the price of encoder interpretation hardware is included. This is an industry where the
analog v digital hardware debate is alive and well. In general encoders and resolvers give
much better quality feedback than tachometers, but much like motors the bottom line is
that price per performance is somewhat consistent across technologies.
A harder trade off than what feedback device to use exists in how to achieve
better performance: better feedback v smarter control. In low volumes better hardware
that allows for much higher PID gains is cheaper than engineering time and talent to
develop a better control scheme. The engineer’s role is to create an accurate assessment
that makes the issue almost a cost accounting decision.
Though velocity and position compensators and current amplifiers are discussed
together they are often sold separately. Most current amplifiers use PWM switching to
provide a desired current and also contain a simple PI velocity control loop. A second
black box or card must be purchased to do position or precise velocity control. Usually
the current amplifier will contain a single axis, a Numerical Machining (NC) term for the
ability to turn one motor. Separate control cards are usually multi-axis and can provide an
exotic list of features. There are some all-in-one units that provide a current amplifier and
velocity and position compensators.
Position and velocity control cards have features lists that show their
manufacturers’ struggle for bragging rights. Many offer fiber-optic connectors. Several
manufacturers offer sophisticated S-curve options. A few manufacturers tout their 64-bit
position control systems which, one points out, is enough precision to divide the distance
between the Earth and the sun to under 9 nanometers. Such features are more likely
designed to prevent users who configure rapidly rotating machinery to work in absolute
position mode from seeing an error in their lifetime than for doing wafer stepping on the
cosmic scale.
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However, the must important features of a control card are that they support the
number of axes in use and that they use the same I/O hardware and software as higher
and lower parts of the system. Cards are available with every bus, serial, and parallel
communications standard in even obscure use. When given the choice, it is worth the
investment in a more noise-immune standard that utilizes fiber optics or differential
signals such as RS-485. PWM switching and motor brush arc can cause unbearable and
difficult to solve noise problems. Beware of the Servo Control Pulse (SCP) standard used
in most RC cars, servos, transmitters, and receivers: it is a duty-cycle standard but it is
not the same as, or compatible with, PWM. Cards may also be available with “freebie”
features that alleviate the need for other system components, such as extra A/D, D/A, or
digital I/O pins.

Motion Control Chips
Two chips have the lion’s share of popularity for embedded motion control and
custom built applications. They are the National Semiconductor LM628 [36] and the
Agilent (formerly HP) HCTL-1100 [37]. The author has also included the Analog
Devices ADMC331 [38] as a potential alternative. The price of each chip is shown in
Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Motion Control Chips and Prices

Chip

Price (distributors as of April 2, 2000)

National LM628

$20.00

Agilent HCTL-1100

$35.45

Analog ADMC331

$14.95
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Both the National LM628 [36] and the Agilent HCTL-1100 [37] provide position
and velocity PID loops. Both assume an encoder is used for feedback. Both can also
operate a brushless motor by sequencing the phases on an off correctly. This results in
square waves instead of sinusoids on the motor leads which lowers efficiency and
performance but does work. They will both do trapezoidal velocity profiling and signal
filtering. Both can be configured to provide a PWM or analog output current request that
must be connected to a current amplifier. For many motion control applications either
chip will perform well, and the data sheets of each should be checked for the minor
feature differences that may make one a better choice for a given task.
For those who can tolerate configuring a chip using a DSP assembly language or
can afford the proprietary C compiler, the Analog ADMC331 [38] is an excellent recent
entry in motion control chips. This chip is actually a 26 MIPS ADSP-2100 with lots of
on-board motor controller features. This chip has the features needed for highperformance DC Brushless motors that the others lack: a three-phase PWM generator to
drive three sinusoidal motor lead signals and internal blocks designed to do the ParkClarke and inverse Park-Clarke transform. It also has a timer, three additional PWM
channels, 7 analog inputs, and 24 digital I/O pins. Combined with the serial ports,
memory, and other usual features of a DSP turned microprocessor and monolithic
controller this chip can go beyond motor control and solve all the embedded computing
needs of simple robotic vehicles.
A good DC Brush motor H-bridge current amplifier on a chip is the National
LMD18200 [39]. It can handle 3A continuous, 6A peak, and 55 volts. Its use in Virginia
Tech’s Mechatronics class [40] creates available local experience. Beyond 3A or 55V an
H-bridge should be purchased on constructed from discrete components. The best
document on how to do this comes from Blanchard [41], a consultant whose explanation
in only available on-line. The user best heed the warning about gates switching off before
switching states. This mistake will result in both switches in one leg of an H-bridge
turning on at once and possibly “latching up” and staying on, creating a short across the
DC supply. On very large H-bridge’s utilizing IGBT’s this has resulted in fatal
explosions.
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Other Considerations
Another practical consideration in the design of vehicle power systems is the need
for separate power busses for motor drive and control. Isolated systems of some type are
required to keep motor noise out of control electronics. Separate batteries are
recommended to keep voltage drops from motor stall current surges from resetting
equipment and keep regenerative energy from a motor from damaging control
electronics. Figure 6.2 shows two scope captures where electric vehicle motors with a
combined 180A stall surge pulled two lead-acid automotive batteries in series from 24V
down to 15V for times as short as 110ms. 180A was well within the Cold-Cranking
Amps rating of the batteries and the voltage drop did not appear at all on the averaging
digital voltmeters originally used to troubleshoot the problem. This short voltage dip was
enough to intermittently reboot every computer on the vehicle.
The problem is caused by real batteries and motor leads that have resistance,
inductance, and capacitance. The charge in a battery is maintained by a chemical reaction
that can only change rates so fast. From an electrical engineering point of view they
behave with inductance and capacitance even though internal resistance is usually used as
the most important internal battery characteristic.
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Figure 6.1. Voltage captures during two quick motor stall current surges.

No mention of battery chemistry is complete without a personal weigh-in on the
question of whether lead-acid batteries left on a cold concrete floor go dead quicker than
other batteries. The claim of most battery manufacturers is that this used to be true but no
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longer is in today’s world of sealed maintenance-free batteries where hydrogen gas
cannot escape -- the usual explanation. A literature search found a lack exhaustive studies
on the part of battery manufacturers to back up these claims of unaffected lifetime. The
question is whether batteries stay warm like the air or cold like the floor. The author does
not store his batteries on cold concrete floors.
Finally, the biggest practical consideration in motor system construction is proper
time management. Table 6.1 shows how motor selection and control ranked 9th and 5th
respectively on the author’s list of time consuming activities in the construction of
autonomous electric vehicles. It is a wise idea to schedule any such research project with
twice the time and cash required by the best available estimate. Every projects should be
designed with at least a safety factor of two.

Table 6.2. Top 10 Time Consuming Tasks in the Design of Autonomous Electric Vehicles

Time Consuming Activities in the Construction of Autonomous Electric Vehicles
(most time first)
1. Making computer vision systems robust enough for outdoor use
2. Team management
3. General debug and troubleshooting
4. Documenting work and explaining work to peers
5. Control system design and implementation
6. Navigation Algorithms design, implementation, and testing
7. Power distribution and power electronics design and implementation
8. Physical construction
9. Component selection and system level design
10. Sponsor solicitation and team member recruitment
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Conclusion
Part I of this thesis is concerned with motor selection and control design with a
concentration on electric vehicles. Two problems of interest to the controls engineer are
addressed. The problem of the double integrator and its resulting position overshoot is
addressed and the industry’s solution of S-curve profiling is explained. The problem of
transient and disturbance rejection performance is addressed by high gain observers when
a detailed system model is available and by fuzzy hybrid control when a detailed system
model is not available. Each of these explanations has a practical example built in.
A larger theme of this thesis is the need to weight motor and control design
requirements against the concerns of the entire electric vehicle project as a whole.
Comments about this have been spread throughout Part I and no single example is given.
Part I concludes with a case study of ZAPWORLD.COM [42]. There are many exciting
and innovative examples of electric vehicles, but ZAPWORLD was chosen because their
commercial success in “taking it out of the lab” proves that they see the big picture in
electric vehicle design.

ZAPWORLD.COM
ZAP is a pioneer in the design of electric motor assisted bicycles. These are
hybrid vehicles with two power plants: an electric motor system with battery pack and a
human. Their product line has expanded to include scooters, go-carts, motorcycles and
some novel vehicles of their own. Their target market is bicycle police and other people
looking to move or commute local distances for business or pleasure.
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The ZAP Powerbike® and Electricruizer® are the standard power-assist models
available with three varieties of the ZAP Power System. All three varieties use a DC
Brush motor. The ZAP Electricruizer is shown in Figure 7.1 along with the Lectra
Motorbike. The Motorbike is designed to be a worldclass electric vehicle using a
brushless motor technology that achieves higher performance but requires a more
complex controller.

Figure 7.1. The ZAP Electricruizer (left) and Lectra Motorbike (right).

These products are a good example of when to choose brush or brushless
technology. The Electricruizer uses brush technology and has the other features and
support that keep people paying $699.99 for the basic model. There are competitors that
offer DC Brushless based electric bikes for just under $1000 for the standard model, but
the performance specifications are comparable so the customer is buying technology, not
benefits. As motor size increases to the size of the Lectra Motorbike brushless technology
is probably essential to the Lectra’s performance. The motorbike has a top speed of 45
MPH and a range of 35 miles.
The control system on each vehicle probably has the most complexity at the
power electronics level. Like their full size Hybrid Electric Vehicle counterparts [1] these
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vehicles utilize regenerative braking. When the vehicle is stopping the kinetic energy of
vehicle motion is returned to the chemical potential energy of a more fully charged
battery. Demanding consumers and the need to reduce customer support costs have
probably resulted in a well developed, debugged, and documented system. Manufacturing
and system construction have been standardized to the point where an entire bicycle can
be purchased assembled or the power system can be purchased separately as a kit.
ZAP products are a good example of what it takes to turn a working research lab
or academic prototype into a commercial product. They have avoided a premature entry
into the full size electric passenger vehicle market that is only now becoming mature
enough to flourish. They have left the most complex control tasks usually assigned to
electric vehicles, steering and navigation, to the system that still does it best: the human
operator.
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Part II. Automated Navigation
Chapter 8. Introduction to Navigation Systems
Topics Covered Here
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Figure 8.1. A typical autonomous vehicle system showing the parts discussed here.

When many people think about electric vehicles they think about autonomous
electric vehicles. Autonomous vehicle, electric vehicle, and hybrid electric vehicle
technologies are likely to converge as these technologies mature. The motor control
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aspect of designing electric vehicles was the subject of Part I. The object of Part II is
taking the human out of the loop and getting vehicles to drive themselves.
All robots need some sort of sensors to measure the world around them. Other
than cameras the staples of robotics sensors are ultrasonics, tactile sensors, and infrared
sensors. Ultrasonic sensors are used as range finders, emitting a ping of high frequency
sound and measuring the time-of-flight until the echo. Tactile sensors are bumpers with
switches that only provide information about when a robot has hit something. Infrared
sensors can be used as rangefinders or as motion detectors. All these sensors are not only
economical but relatively easy to process -- they provide only a single point of
information and only so much can be done with that single point. Successful designs
using these sensors quickly move to designs using arrays of sensors or multiple
measurements over time.
Cameras are a huge step up from these other sensors because the two-dimensional
array of information they provide is a flood of data compared to the single drops of
information provided by other devices. Quality cameras, interfaces, video capture
hardware, and computers are required to quickly and effectively process entire images. In
[43] Mentz provides a good example of image processing hardware selection. In a
general sense an image can be a 2D array from sonar, radar, camera, or other data and the
techniques that apply to each are captivatingly similar.
Three recent or emergent technological advances are underutilized in the
development of new computer vision hardware. The first two address the problem of
dynamic range when using cameras outdoors. Outdoor images often have single points
where direct sunlight is reflected into the camera. When this happens the Charged
Coupler Devices used to detect light in conventional CCD cameras will completely fill
with charge and overflow, or bloom, into adjacent cells. CCD cameras also have very
poor rejection of infrared light. This causes hot objects, usually the dark objects that are
not reflecting sunlight, to emit enough infrared radiation to alter a pixel’s correct
intensity. The result is that nothing in the image looks good and outdoor images are
almost always grainy and washed out compared to images captured in a lab.
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The technological advance that is doing the most to solve the problem of poor
dynamic range is the CMOS camera. These cameras use a photodiode or photogate and
active transistor amplifier at every pixel site to create a camera chip out of conventional
fabrication processes and virtually eliminate the problems associated with CCD’s. A few
major semiconductor manufacturers are making CMOS cameras, but the industry leader
is Photobit [44]. They have a CMOS camera right for every need, robotics or otherwise,
and are poised to become the ubiquitous standard in camera chips.
The next new technology is a new thermoelectric material by Chung et. al. [45]
that exploits the thermoelectric cooling effect. When current flows through a PN junction
both electrons and holes move away from the interface and take heat with them. The new
material exploits this phenomenon better to produce solid state refrigerators on a card that
can be driven to 50°C below ambient. This is useful because dark currents, falsely
detected light caused by the electron drift in all materials over absolute zero, plague CCD
chips. CCD chips are also heated by their own high power consumption. A thermoelectric
heat sink could keep these chips cool enough to significantly improve performance.
Thermoelectric cooling will also benefit any infrared camera technology because this
band is so sensitive to heat.
Finally, recent advances in embedded computing performance offer the
opportunity for significant increases in real-time image filtering and color space
transformation. The TI C64x DSP [46] offers 8800 MIPS of performance, or over 954
instructions per pixel for a 30 frame per second VGA signal. This has the potential to
move many major image processing tasks into real-time hardware and make them
invisible to higher level software. A discussion of image processing techniques will
generate an appreciation for the need for brawny vision processing computer power.
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Image processing techniques are as varied as their possible application but the
general steps of filter, segment, and measure are common. The steps required in a typical
electric vehicle application will be reviewed here as an example. The vehicle may be on a
paved or unpaved roadway but is attempting to navigate along a path that usually
contains a solid or striped line on one or both sides. There are arbitrary obstacles along
the path. The vehicle is equipped with a single color forward-looking camera that must
detect the line segments on either side of the path and any obstacles.
The first step is to acquire an image from the camera and measure the dynamic
range and contrast of each color channel. This information is used to adjust the gain and
exposure time of the next frame. The camera parameters that need to be automatically
controllable, especially focus and zoom, greatly affect the cost of the entire system.
The next step is to stretch the image across the full dynamic range of the
colorspace to create as much distinction as possible for future operations. In the process
an attempt may also be made to correct for inconsistent shading, speculars, noise, and
blooming. After this the image will be converted from the camera’s native colorspace,
usually Red-Green-Blue, to the Hue-Saturation-Intensity colorspace. The hue describes a
color pixel’s angle from red around the color wheel, and is mostly invariant with changes
in lighting conditions. The hue is the only component of the new color space that will be
kept for this example. Saturation describes how vivid a color is and is difficult to use in
image processing; it is the first piece of information lost in most image compression
schemes and the first piece of information completely corrupted by sunlight and infrared.
The best use of saturation may be in textured surfaces where the saturation changes with
the viewing angle and shape-from-saturation transforms may be possible. Intensity is the
black-and-white channel of the image and is all that is available on monochrome
cameras. It may be wise to repeat an image processing algorithm with just the hue and
just the intensity and compare the results.
After transforming the image and keeping the hue channel, a series of linear
convolutions are usually applied to clean up noise in the image. The main complication
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arises when there is a need to apply non-linear filters to an image. For example, the
Adaptive Wiener 2 filter [47] is a non-linear blurring filter that blurs areas with edges less
than areas with low variance in an attempt to remove noise without blurring the edges of
objects. Color space transformation are generally non-linear and the order of all the nonlinear operations can have a tremendous effect on the resulting image.
A threshold or a series of morphological operators may be applied to further
remove spurious features from the image. The image is then segmented into objects of
interest through either connected component labeling or a clustering algorithm. A popular
variation of these classic segmenting methods in the region-of-interest or ROI. When
using ROI’s a finite number of windows from the original image are kept and the entire
image processing sequence is only performed on these windows. After the process is
complete the center of the object in each ROI is found and the coordinates of the ROI are
adjust in an attempt to get the object closer to the center of the ROI on the next image. If
there is no object in the ROI sophisticated searching algorithms may be employed to
move the ROI in search of an object. This technique was originally used because image
processing hardware did not have the power to perform the desired operations on the
entire image fast enough. It is still in use because it turns out to be an excellent method of
tracking objects from one frame to the next.
The final task is to extract some useful information about the components that
have been separated from the image. This system assumes all components are either long
skinny line segments or blob-like obstacles. Sophisticated pattern matching techniques
including Bayesian classifiers and neural networks may be used to compare a segment to
a library of known objects. The optics of the camera and geometry of its location on the
vehicle will be used to carry out a ground plane transform, a transform that determines
the coordinates of a pixel in an image by assuming that the object lies on a level ground
plane. The vision system then passes along information useful to the navigation system: a
list of line segments and obstacles and their coordinates in the ground plane.
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Every autonomous vehicle navigation strategy will undergo many revisions and
incremental improvements before it works reliably. The result of evolving a navigation
strategy for the example of the previous chapter with line segment and obstacle data is
presented here. All obstacles will be represented by the potential field shown in Figure
10.1. This scheme has been named Mexican Hat Navigation because of Figure 10.1’s
shape.

Figure 10.1. The Mexican Hat. A potential field that will be used to represent an obstacle.

This shape is known as the 2D Laplacian of Gaussian and is a statistical
distribution that has been commonly used in edge detection ever since vision pioneer
David Marr [48] suggested that it is the edge detection convolution carried out by the
human retina. The Laplacian of Gaussian is a well established function that will be used
in a novel way. In the human eye a bright dotted line activates the retina with the activity
map of Figure 10.1. The troughs on each side of the dotted line combine to form two
valleys of dark outlining a mountain range of light peaks which are then perceived as a
single line. This function’s penchant for well behaved superpositioning makes it an ideal
basis for an entire navigation strategy. The trough around the peak has been placed at a
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distance that corresponds to a safe distance for a vehicle to pass an obstacle based on the
width of the vehicle. When multiple obstacles are present their fields overlap to create
troughs in places through which the vehicle can safely navigate.
The world chosen for this example contains only two objects, obstacles and line
segments. All line segments will be represented by the potential field shown in Figure
10.2. This Figure is known as the Shark Fin. It has a Laplacian of Gaussian distribution
perpendicular to the line segment and a Gaussian distribution parallel to the line segment.

Figure 10.2. The Shark Fin. A potential field that will be used to represent a line segment.

All the line segments and obstacles detected by the vision system and any
obstacles detected by other systems are mapped together onto the empty grid in Figure
10.3. At each obstacle location a Mexican Hat mask is added to the grid. For each line
segment a Shark Fin must be translated and rotated before it is added to the grid. The
result of all these superpositioned masks is the potential field of Figure 10.4.
The vehicle, which starts at the bottom center of the map, navigates by driving
forward down the potential alley of least resistance. This path is shown on the field in
Figure 10.5 and again on the original map in Figure 10.6.
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Figure 10.3. A map of obstacles and line segments.

Figure 10.4. The potential field created by Mexican Hat Navigation.
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Figure 10.5. The path of least resistance through the potential field.

Figure 10.6. The resulting path through the course.
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There are several simple variations to Mexican Hat Navigation. The first ones
involves smoothing the path. This can be done by calculating the same path and then
going back and applying an averaging filter to each point. Significant smoothing can be
added by eliminating excursions where the path goes sideways for a single step and then
returns to its original path. A more sophisticated method of smoothing the path is to
assume a sphere has to roll down the path of least resistance instead of a point and then
adjusting the radius and momentum of the sphere to gain the desired smoothness.
Another variation is to change or increase the number of objects allowed in the
universe beyond line segments and obstacles. New potential fields must then be contrived
to describe the new objects. Contrived fields with more general geometric shapes are
known as artificial potential fields and are also used for obstacle avoidance and approach
by Khosla and Volpe [49]. A wide variety of alternate navigation strategies is available in
the literature.
Kim and Khosla in [50] and Akishita et. al. in [51] use an artificial potential
function to get around an obstacle to a goal sink. In [52] Megherbi and Wolovich use
potential fields and complex conformal mapping to do obstacle avoidance in 3D. Nam et.
al. [53] use artificial potential fields to do collision planning and avoidance when
multiple objects are moving. In [54] Joarder and Raviv exploit another characteristic of
the human retina to perform obstacle collision. They mimic the looming reflex where
objects close to the eye that change texture suddenly cause one to flinch in the other
direction.
DeMuth and Springsteen [55] use a neural network with a map of the world as the
input and an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle’s (AUV’s) rudder and speed command as
the output. The network is trained manually to give closer obstacles more urgent weights.
The resulting system looks like a potential field map because of the geometrically
pleasing choice of weights.
In [56] Borenstein and Koren use potential fields along with histogram
information and a probability map to perform obstacle detection. In [57] Trahanias and
Komninos use uncertainty fields to perform obstacle avoidance. Both of these techniques
were popular before embedded computers and vision systems had replaced ultrasonics
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and microcontrollers. These methods still have merit but have been replaced by other
methods that are now computationally practical.
A large number of navigation and path planning papers deal with determining a
contour or path to a goal after all possible paths in a network have been discovered.
Sundar and Shiller [58] do this using the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellmsn equation, Yahja et. al.
[59] use quadtree decompositions, and Chohra et. al. [60] use a Neuro-Fuzzy expert
system. Fraichard and Mermond [61] show a path planning method that reduces
collisions by accounting for some of the kinematics of car-like robots.
Each of these other navigation methods require a goal state to be known so that an
optimal path can be found to that goal state. The Mexican Hat algorithm is unique in its
ability to continue to traverse a course without an inherent particular goal. In a universe
with only one obstacle and no line segments, the potential field would look like the
Mexican Hat of Figure 10.1. Other potential field models would deflect an autonomous
vehicle off into nowhere, but here the vehicle will circle in the rim of the hat until a line
segment or obstacle became visible and caused the vehicle to head off in another
direction. The ability of the Mexican Hat Technique to continue to operate without a goal
makes it novel and appealing to the artificial intelligence community; this behavior is
more human.
Obstacle avoidance is an important but incomplete part of what navigation
systems do. The most common shortfall of vision and navigation systems is that they
calculate a whole new trajectory every cycle instead of integrating and storing data over
time. Adding mapping and memory can multiplicatively increase the computational and
storage requirements of an embedded system. Navigation soon enters the larger issue of
mapping and map tracking, and Mayhew [62] covers these topics well.
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Chapter 11. Conclusion
Two technologies are converging to create the cars of tomorrow. The first is the
industrial and commercial robotics, motor control, battery and power electronics
technology required to bring full size electric and hybrid electric passenger cars out of the
lab, through the showroom floor and onto America’s driveways and highways. Part I
discussed the state of the motor control industry and addressed some of the difficult or
common problems. Interesting examples show that there is already a market for new
electric vehicles and products.
The other maturing technology is smart car technology. Part II surveys the vision
hardware and navigation software necessary for an autonomous robotic vehicle. A novel
obstacle avoidance strategy has been added to the body of obstacle avoidance work
available. As America’s highways grow more crowded and room for expansion grows
more scarce, autonomous vehicles will viewed as less of a convenience and curiosity and
more of a safety device that saves lives. America will have a different definition of the
word automobile.
The content of this work has been aimed at the autonomous electric vehicle
designer or potential future robotics designer. Like all processes, design and learning
require good feedback. Motor control performance is ultimately limited by the signal to
noise ratio of the feedback device, computer vision systems are ultimately limited by the
quality of the image the camera can acquire, and human being are incrementally bettered
with each new learning experience.
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